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Patient went on to seek neurosurgical consultation and surgery was then 
scheduled for removal of the lesions noted on MRI.  
 
Frozen section consisting of two pieces of pink soft tissue demonstrated 
spindle cell lesion, deferred for permanent sections. 
  
Lesion 1- Intradural spine tumor #1: Irregular fragment of tan soft tissue. 
Lesion 2- Intradural spine tumor #2: Ovoid tan nodule with gelatinous like 
appearance.  
Lesions 1 &2 Excisional Biopsy – Benign nerve sheath tumor, favor schwannoma 
and schwannoma with ancient change.   
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A 66 year old man presented to an outside institution after a recent fall with 
complaints of severe right low back pain radiating into the right leg. Lumbar 
radiographs were then obtained which were negative. Subsequently, a 
noncontrast MRI of the lumbar was performed which demonstrated a cystic 
lesion in the spinal canal at the level of the L3 vertebral body causing 
apparent leftward displacement of the cuada equina. Contrast enhanced 
study was thereafter recommended.  
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Spinal Schwannoma  

IMAGING 

Spinal schwannomas are benign nerve sheath tumors within the spinal canal, 
typically arising from spinal nerve roots. They are themost common nerve 
sheath tumor of spine, commonly intradural and extramedullary Their peak 
incidence in the fifth through seventh decades. As spinal schwannomas usually 
arise from the dorsal sensory roots, patients commonly present with pain, 
which may be radiculopathic in nature.  
These tumors arise from Schwann cells of sensory roots, normally separated 
from other nerve roots. Schwannomas are typically well defined, globular 
shape lesions with a capsule.  
Lesions are characteristically T1 isointense, T2 hyperintense, and almost all 
enhance after the administration of gadolidum. Surgery is the treatment of 
choice if symptomatic.  
The term “ancient” implies the lesion is longstanding. In this particular case, 
it was mere happenstance that the patient sustained a fall prompting an 
imaging workup, only for the schwannoma to be discovered.  
 Lumbar spine MRI (Clockwise: Sag T1 precontrast, T2 weighted MIP myelogram, Post 

contrast sagittal T1 FS, Post contrast sagittal T1 more lateral). Precontrast sagittal T1 
weighted MRI fails to demonstrate any abnormal appearing lesions. T2 myelogram MIP 

demonstrates an intradural lesion displacing the cauda equina to the left. Post contrast 
sagittal T1 FS sequences demonstrate two intradural lesions posterior the the L3 vertebral 

body measuring 15.2 x 8.6 x 14.5mm and 5.5 x 5.1 x 5.3mm, respectively Both 
demonstrated isointense signal to CSF on both T2 and STIR weighted sequences (not 

shown) and avidly enhanced peripherally after gadolinium contrast  administration. Both 
lesions are centrally hypointense.  

Impression: Two intradural lesions posterior the L3 vertebral body. Differential includes 
schwannoma, neurofibroma, ganglioneuroma, although drop metastasis could appear 

similarly.  

* Patient underwent MRI Head, Cervical, and Thoracic spine that failed to demonstrate 
suspicious lesions craniad to the lumbar spine. 

Axial T1 FS post-gad demonstrates the location of the larger legion in relation to the 
central spinal canal with displacement of the intrathecal contents to the left.    
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